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People like to say that the SM is complete...

                   

i.e., it is possible to write down a consistent, 
renormalizable Lagrangian given its matter content,
and it is unique                  
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People like to say that the SM is complete...

                   

i.e., it is possible to write down a consistent, 
renormalizable Lagrangian given its matter content,
and it is unique                  

Changing any of its relation among couplings must 
spoil this uniqueness, and induce a pathological 
behaviour in some process                   

New phenomena must enter before QFT breakdown at
some scale, and SM deformations are classified by an EFT
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Necessary condition: Given a QFT, Locality and unitarity 
imply the Froissart bound on large energy behaviour of any 
2 2 process:→2 process:                   

Violation of this bound tells you that your formulation is 
not complete and you are about to discover new states!     
      

If you are a detector, without knowledge of EFT, Lagrangians, SM, 
etc, how do you know that what is going on inside you is given by a 
complete theory?               
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Many way to understand the same Truth

Pathological
high energy
behaviour
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

You have more singularities in the complex s-plane
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

You have more states in your theory
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

Modification of couplings spoil the cancellation
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

Your fields do not form a Lie algebra!
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

Heavy states generate higher dimension operators
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Pathological
high energy
behaviour

Heavy states generate higher dimension operators

What CLI
C is 

specially u
seful 

for!
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G. Durieux, M. Montull, MR, in progress

The process has two scales: a soft scale and a hard scale
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G. Durieux, M. Montull, MR, in progress

The process has two scales: a soft scale and a hard scale
So it factorizes as a soft radiation times t-channel diboson

diboson

EW Zjj
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G. Durieux, M. Montull, MR, in progress

Basically no background from ZZ(Z>vv) since it is 2 body
This is modified by ISR and beam energy spread

ZZ

EW Z

The real background: the signal is in the production of the longitudinal
modes, while pure SM produces only longitudinals.
Can be disentangled using angular asymmetries

Preliminary results show that the reach is similar to diboson
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Higgs self-coupling
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Higgs self-coupling
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Higgs self-coupling
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Higgs self-coupling
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Transverse modes scale as 1/E and become an important background

but,
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xs are 100’s ab

Inclusive cross section only
This is a back of the envelope estimate

MadGraph
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xs are 100’s ab

Inclusive cross section only
This is a back of the envelope estimate

MadGraph

Many things to be done!
-Establish backgrounds
-Include ISR/beam energy spread
-Most important: signal is in longitudinals, SM dominated by transverse,
 so differential distributions extremely relevant. 
-Use of BDT
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xs are 100’s ab

Inclusive cross section only
This is a back of the envelope estimate

MadGraph

Many things to be done!
-Establish backgrounds
-Include ISR/beam energy spread
-Most important: signal is in longitudinals, SM dominated by transverse,
 so differential distributions extremely relevant. 
-Use of BDT
- What about VVVV?
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In hadron colliders, there is a complete classification of the
 high energy process and the corresponent operator it probes

B. Henning, D. Lombardo, MR, F. Riva, 1812.09299
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 high energy process and the corresponent operator it probes
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We need the same for lepton colliders!
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In hadron colliders, there is a complete classification of the
 high energy process and the corresponent operator it probes

B. Henning, D. Lombardo, MR, F. Riva, 1812.09299

We need the same for lepton colliders!
-Is this everything?
-What is the reach 
  for each one?
-Are they competitive?
-Can we suppress the 
 transverse modes?
-What are the NLO xs’s?
-What is the effect of 
 beam spread?
-What is the improve of
 using BDT?

We don’t know...
  ... many things to do!
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Conclusions

Deviations from SM couplings are not harmless, they induce 
Energy growth in some process

This can be used in our favor in very high energy lepton colliders
 to develop a precision program.

Many physics yet to be studied from both theoretical and
 experimental sides

Thank you
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